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1 Introduction
In an optimization problem with equality constraints the feasible set often has
nice geometric properties. If we ‘stand’ at a typical point the feasible set will
locally look to us like a Euclidean space. But this locally Euclidean space will
be contained in a larger space. For example, the feasible set could be a one-
dimensional string contained in a hundred-dimensional ambient space. It seems
like a waste to work with a hundred variables when the geometric structure
we’re actually interested in is only one-dimensional. Whiney’s theorem tells us
that in fact we could work in a three-dimensional ambient space. The string
can be projected from the original hundred dimensions into a random three-
dimensional subspace. Provided we can find a map from the projected string
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2 David W. Dreisigmeyer
back to the original string we lose nothing by working in the three-dimensional
space.
Sard’s theorem is well known in optimization since it tells us that equality
constraints often give a reasonable feasible set over which we work. Or at least
it will alert us when this may not be the case. Whitney’s theorem is perhaps
less well known. The theorem offers a potentially large decrease in the effective
dimension one needs to optimize in, which is certainly an attractive proposal.
However this is not cost free. Firstly, the decrease in dimensionality is achieved
by a linear projection from the initial ambient space into a lower-dimensional
working space. This requires some sort of variable elimination from the set of
equality constraints in order to do the projection. The variable elimination is
the nonlinear analogue of triangularizing a matrix. Secondly, the reconstruc-
tion from the reduced dimension working space back into the original space
is generally nonlinear. A numerical implementation of the inverse (implicit)
function theorem over a manifold is required. This is a nonlinear version of
basic and nonbasic variables. The manifold in the reduced dimensional space
serves as the basic variables and the embedding in the higher dimensional
space represents the nonbasic variables.
A decade ago the author was interested in applying Whitney’s theorem to
optimization problems. Unfortunately the required machinery was not quite
sufficient enough to give any satisfactory results. In the intervening years devel-
opments in polynomial decompositions over real numbers has made it possible
to provide a sketch of the main ideas. While the method is not quite complete
it is complete enough to offer some potential applications and, more impor-
tantly, a clear map of what work still needs to be done. In other words: it
works but it may not yet work well enough.
The paper is organized as follows. We give a simple example in Section 2
that demonstrates the basic problem and principles we will be dealing with.
Section 3 covers the necessary results from differential geometry. The main
result is Whitney’s weak embedding theorem which gives an upper bound on
the minimal embedding dimension of a manifold. In Section 4 we look at some
needed results from real algebraic geometry. In particular some real polyno-
mials decompositions are introduced. These put the constraint equations into
a form convenient for applying Whitney’s theorem, which we examine in Sec-
tion 5. Moving over manifolds in a controllable and intelligent way is necessary.
Section 6 looks at some methods to accomplish this. The full optimization
procedure is laid out in Section 7 with Section 8 providing an example. A
discussion follows in Section 9.
2 Motivating Example
Here we give a simple example in order to motivate and demonstrate the
methodology that will be developed. Consider the optimization problem
min
z∈R4
f(z)
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subject to the constraints
0 = G1(z) = z4 + z3 + z2 + z1,
0 = G2(z) = z4z1 + z4z3 + z3z2 + z2z1,
0 = G3(z) = z4z2z1 + z4z3z1 + z4z3z2 + z3z2z1 and
0 = G4(z) = z4z3z2z1 − 1.
The constraint set can be rewritten in the form [1]
0 = g1(x, u) = u
2x2 − 1
0 = g2(y1, u) = y1 + u
0 = g3(y2, x) = y2 + x
(1)
where we renamed the variables u = z1, x = z2, y1 = z3 and y2 = z4. Looking
at the polynomials in (1) we see that they are in a ‘triangular form’: gi only
depends on u, x or yj where j < i.
Looking at the new polynomials we see that it is not necessary to work
in R4. Only the (x, u) ∈ R2 need to be explicitly optimized over, treating
y1(x, u) = −u and y2(x, u) = −x as functions of u and x. The original opti-
mization problem now becomes
min
(x,u)∈R2
fˆ(y1(x, u), y2(x, u), x, u) subject to g1(x, u) = 0
where f(z1, z2, z3, z4) = fˆ(z3, z4, z2, z1). [We will typically drop the ‘hat’ no-
tation on the objective function when the variables are simply permuted. The
context should make it clear when this occurs.]
This example highlights the key techniques we will employ. First, we have
an optimization problem initially formulated in a ‘large’ Euclidean space. The
constraints are given by polynomials with rational coefficients. A triangular
decomposition can be performed on the original constraint statements to derive
a new set of constraints. This new constraint set is then used to reduce the
effective dimension we need to optimize in. The optimization can now proceed
in a lower-dimensional Euclidean space versus the original one. As part of the
projection into the lower-dimensional space an inverse function is used to map
from the feasible set in the lower dimension back to the original feasible set.
3 Whitney’s Theorem
A manifoldM is a subset of Rn that looks locally like Rm, n > m. Let I be an
index set and for each i ∈ I let Vi ⊂M be an open subset where
⋃
i∈I Vi =M.
Additionally, let there be homeomorphisms φi : Vi → Rm. Each pair (Vi, φi)
is called a chart and the set {(Vi, φi)}i∈I is called an atlas.
When two open subsets Vi and Vj of M overlap there will be a homeo-
morphic transition function τij : Rm → Rm on the overlap Vi ∩ Vj defined by
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τij = φj ◦ φ−1i . The transition functions allow us to stitch together the charts
into a coherent whole. This then defines a topological manifold.
The transition functions are often taken to be differentiable. In this case
we have a differentiable manifold. If the τij are all Ck, k ≥ 1, then M is said
to be a Ck-manifold. If M is a C∞-manifold then it is called smooth. Every
Ck-manifold can be made smooth [2].
At every point p ∈ M ⊂ Rn a tangent space TpM can be attached. If an
inner product h : TpM× TpM → R is defined for every p ∈ M and varies
smoothly overM then we have a Riemannian manifold. The function h(·, ·) is
called a metric and with it notions of lengths and angles in TpM are available
over M.
The manifolds we consider arise from equality constraints.
Definition 3.1 (Regular level sets) Let g : Rm+k → Rk. For the setM =
{z : g(z) = c} assume ∇g(z) is full rank. Then M is a regular level set of
g(z). Additionally, the null space of ∇g(z) coincides with the tangent space
to M. 
This paper will consider equality constraints given by members of Q[z], the
polynomials in z = [z1, . . . , zm+k] with rational coefficients. Then by Sard’s
theorem almost every level set is a Riemannian manifold.
Theorem 3.1 (Regular level set manifolds and Sard’s theorem [2])
Let g : Rm+k → Rk be a C∞ function. Then almost every level set of g(z) is
regular and a m-dimensional manifold. A regular level set acquires a metric
from its embedding in Rm+k by restricting the standard Euclidean metric to
the tangent space TpM given by null(∇g(p)) for all p ∈M.
One issue is that the k in Theorem 3.1 may be much larger than m. So
even though the manifold may be low-dimensional it could be embedded in a
very high-dimensional space. Whitney’s theorem gives an upper bound on the
minimal embedding dimensional for any manifold.
Theorem 3.2 (Whitney’s weak embedding theorem [2]) Let M be an
m-dimensional manifold. Then M can be embedded in R2m+1. Further, if M
is embedded in Rm+k, k > m+ 1, a random projection into a 2m+ 1 subspace
gives an embedding of M in R2m+1.
4 Triangular Sets
Here we cover the necessary background from real algebraic geometry. Our
main focus is putting a set of polynomials P ⊂ Q[z] into a convenient form
for utilizing Whitney’s theorem.
Definition 4.1 (Semi-algebraic sets, real algebraic varieties and Nash
manifolds) A set S ⊂ Rn is a semi-algebraic set if it satisfies a set of poly-
nomial equations gi(z) = 0, i = 1, . . . , j, and polynomial strict inequalities
hi(z) > 0, i = 1, . . . , l, or a finite union of such sets. A real algebraic variety
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is defined using only a set of polynomial equations gi(z) = 0, i = 1, . . . , j,
without finite unions. Nash manifolds are semi-algebraic sets that are also
manifolds. 
This paper focuses on Nash manifolds that are also varieties.
In order to utilize Whitney’s theorem the polynomials defining a Nash
manifold will need to be decomposed into a friendlier form. Let the Nash
manifold N ⊂ Rm+k be defined by the set of polynomial equations gi(z) = 0,
i = 1, . . . , k. Assign to the entries of z the ordering
z1 < z2 < . . . < zm+k.
Define Qi = Q[z1, . . . , zi] as the ring of polynomials in the variables z1, . . . , zi
with rational coefficients. deg(g, zi) is the degree of polynomial g in the vari-
able zi. mvar(g) is the greatest variable zi such that deg(g, zi) 6= 0. We can
decompose a g ∈ Qi into the form g = ιzdi + τ where d = deg(g, zi) > 0,
ι ∈ Qi−1 and τ ∈ Qi with deg(τ, zi) < d. Then init(g) = ι is the initial
of g, mdeg(g) = d is the main degree of g, rank(g) = zdi is the rank of g,
tail(g) = τ is the tail of g and head(g) = g − tail(g) = ιzdi is the head of g.
Every polynomial is then decomposed as p = init(p)rank(p) + tail(p).
Definition 4.2 (Triangular sets) Let T ⊂ Qn. We call T a triangular set
if no member of T is constant and for any pair g, h ∈ T , g 6= h, we have
mvar(g) 6= mvar(h). If zi = mvar(g) for some g ∈ T then zi is called algebraic
with respect to T . Otherwise zi is called free with respect to T . 
Triangular sets are a nonlinear generalization of triangulating a matrix. They
are very convenient for using Whitney’s theorem.
Example 4.1 Let T = {z21z22−1, z3+z1, z4+z2}. This is a triangular set where
mvar(z21z
2
2 − 1) = z2,
mvar(z3 + z1) = z3 and
mvar(z4 + z2) = z4.
Then z1 is free and the other variables are algebraic. 
One of the difficulties we face with using triangular sets is that most of the
prior work on them has been with C[z], the polynomials with complex coeffi-
cients. Our concern is only with the real solutions of a system of polynomials
in Q[z] which has seen recent development [3, 4]. We’ll develop the necessary
machinery for working with Nash manifolds but first we’ll look at a standard
solution method over C.
The algorithm developed by Kalkbrener in [1] seems like a reasonable choice
for calculating triangular sets [5, 6]. This method builds on a particular type
of triangular set which requires some additional machinery.
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Definition 4.3 (Saturated ideals) Given a triangular set T = {t1, . . . , tk}
the ideal 〈T 〉 generated by T is given by
〈T 〉 = {q ∈ Q[z] : q = ∑i piti, pi ∈ Q[z]} .
Let hT =
∏
i init(ti). The saturated ideal of T is defined as
sat(T ) = {q ∈ Q[z] : ∃n ∈ N0 such that hnT q ∈ 〈T 〉}
with sat(∅) = 〈0〉. 
The ideal 〈T 〉 gives all valid equality constraints that follow from those in T .
We see that 〈T 〉 ⊂ sat(T ) but sat(T ) can contain additional polynomials.
Definition 4.4 (Regular chains) Let T = {t1, . . . , tk} be a triangular set.
A p ∈ Q[z] is regular modulo sat(T ) if p 6∈ sat(T ) and there does not exist
a q ∈ Q[z] where q 6∈ sat(T ) but pq ∈ sat(T ). Define T<j = {t1, . . . , tj−1},
j < k. T is a regular chain if T = ∅, or T<k is a regular chain and init(tk) is
regular modulo sat(T<k). 
Definition 4.5 (Kalkbrener triangular decomposition [4]) Let T =
{T1, . . . , Tl} be a set of regular chains and V (F ) be an algebraic variety. T is
a Kalkbrener triangular decomposition of V (F ) if V (F ) =
⋃
i V (sat(Ti)). 
So V (sat(Ti)) is geometrically more relevant to Kalkbrener’s method than
V (Ti): each V (sat(Ti)) gives some piece of V (F ). We can relate V (T ) and
V (sat(T )).
Definition 4.6 (Regular zeros) Given a triangular set T = {t1, . . . , tk} let
hT =
∏
i init(ti). The regular zeros W (T ) of the triangular set T is defined
as W (T ) = V (T )− V (hT ). 
For a triangular set T it is the case that [7]
V (sat(T )) = W (T )
where closure is with respect to the Zariski topology. If V (T ) is also a manifold
then W (T ) = V (T ) = V (sat(T )).
Definition 4.7 (Radical of 〈T 〉) The radical of the ideal 〈T 〉 is√
〈T 〉 = {q ∈ Q[z] : ∃n ∈ N0 such that qn ∈ 〈T 〉} .
That is,
√〈T 〉 consists of all those polynomials that vanish on V (T ). 
Since V (T ) = V (sat(T )) it follows from Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz [8] that√〈T 〉 = √sat(T ). From this we see that a Kalkbrener triangular decomposi-
tion T = {T1, . . . , Tl} of F ⊂ Q[z] gives
√〈F 〉 = ⋂i√sat(Ti).
A Kalkbrener triangular decomposition allows for complex solutions but
Nash manifolds only work with the real solutions.
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5 Whitney’s Theorem Applied to Triangular Sets
We first look at an easy to understand case. Consider the linear system Az = b.
This set of polynomials defines a special type of manifold that is globally like
Rm when A ∈ Rk×(m+k). Let k > m + 1 for what follows. It is convenient to
have A in a triangular form
A =
k −m− 1 m+ 1 m[ ]
A11 A12 A13 k −m− 1
0 A22 A23 m+ 1
with A11 and A22 upper triangular. Partition the z as
z = [y x u]
with y ∈ Rk−m−1, x ∈ Rm+1 and u ∈ Rm. Whitney’s theorem tells us that the
space given by x and u is sufficient to embed the manifold implicitly defined
by the set of polynomials Az−b. Let the original manifold defined in Rm+k be
denoted byM and the projected image in R2m+1 be denoted byM′. Partition
b as b = [b1 b2]. We can solve the equation
[A22 A23]
[
x
u
]
= b2
to find the points on M′. Call one of these [x∗ u∗]T ∈ M′. This can then be
mapped onto the corresponding point on M by solving
[A11 A12 A13]
 yx∗
u∗
 = b1
for y. While we may not want to do it in this case, the optimization can
be carried out in R2m+1 and we can then map from M′ to M by finding
y = y(x,u). Using the full vector z = [y x u] we can pull back any function
defined onM toM′. A function that is pulled back could be, e.g., the objective
function or an inequality constraint.
Now we can repeat the above example for the general nonlinear case. We
will make the simplifying assumption that M is path connected. If there are
multiple pieces ofM then the following argument still carries through for each
individual piece. After a possible reordering of the coordinates, partition the
z ∈ Rm+k from Definition 3.1 as
z = [y x u]
where y ∈ Rk−m−1, x ∈ Rm+1 and u ∈ Rm. We take the members of g(z) to
be triangularized [4] in the x and y as
g?(x,u) : R2m+1 → Rm+1 where (2a)
g?i (x,u) = g
?
i (x1, . . . , xi,u) (2b)
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for i = 1, . . . ,m+ 1 and
g◦(y; x,u) : Rk−m−1 → Rk−m−1 where (2c)
g◦j (y; x,u) = g
◦
j (y1, . . . , yj ; x,u) (2d)
for j = 1, . . . , k−m−1, with g = [g? g◦]T . In (2c) the x and u are determined
from (2a) and are treated as parameters. If there is at most one solution to
g◦(y; x,u) = 0 for every x and u such that g?(x,u) = 0, then g?(x,u) gives a
low-dimensional embedding of our manifold. Theorem 3.2 tells us that typically
any choice for the x and u should accomplish this.
We see that the optimization can progress in R2m+1 by using the x and u
variables. The manifold defined implicitly by (2a) can then be mapped onto
the original manifold by solving (2c) for the unique y(x,u). We then use
z(u,x) = [y(x,u) x u]
to pull back the objective function and any inequality constraints from the
manifold embedding in Rm+k to the embedding in R2m+1.
The ability to triangularize the polynomials in g(z) is what allows Whit-
ney’s theorem to be easily implemented. There are two things to notice about
this triangularization. First, all of this is restricted to working only with the
real versus complex roots. Second, as noted above, we only work on the highest
dimensional subcomponent of the variety V (g).
Finding the function y(x,u) is the crucial step. The most obvious way of
doing this is the one we presented above. However it’s unimportant how this
is done in practice. Any numerical implementation of the implicit function
theorem applied to g◦(y,x,u) will suffice, where now x and u are treated as
variables.
6 Moving Over the Manifold
We will need a procedure to intelligently move over the manifoldM′ ⊂ R2m+1.
One advantage of working with a lower-dimensional embedding space is that
methods that may be expensive when working in high-dimensions can become
feasible. This is counter-balanced by the need to map back into the original
space, say with the y(x,u) from Section 4. But we’re free to use different
methods to accomplish these different goals. We move along a path on the
manifold M′ with one technique and drag along a point on M⊂ Rm+k with
a different one. Numerical continuation methods will likely play a key roll in
any implementation employing Whitney’s theorem. We mention the references
[9–11] in addition to the ones below.
On a Riemannian manifold M a geodesic is the shortest path between
two (nearby) points on M and generalizes the notion of a straight line. The
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coupled nonlinear equations for a geodesic on M are [12]
z¨i + Γ ijkz˙
j z˙k = 0
Γ ijk =
[∇g+]i ∂2g
∂zj∂zk
where [∇g+]i is the i-th row of the pseudo-inverse of ∇g. The Einstein sum-
mation convention is used above where a repeated index in a term is summed
over. The Γ ijk are the Christoffel symbols associated with g. The distance
moved over the manifold in a unit time period is controlled by the length of
the initial tangent vector z˙0. For M′ ⊂ R2m+1 g? is substituted for g and we
only work with the x and u variables. If 2m + 1 is ‘small’ it’s possible that
finding geodesics onM′ would be feasible. One could then find y(x,u) for the
end point of a geodesic and use this to pull back any necessary functions from
M to M′.
In [13] a method of approximating a manifold by locally projecting down
tangent spaces was developed. Very little of the machinery is needed. As stated
in Theorem 3.1 the tangent space TpM′ to M′ at p = [x u] ∈ M′ is given
by null(∇g?(p)). Let U ′ be an orthonormal basis for TpM′. Then the vector
q0 = p + U
′w lies in TpM′ when the latter is viewed as an affine subspace of
R2m+1. Set N ′ = [∇g?(p)]+ where A+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of
the matrix A. The tangent vector q0 is projected down onto M′ by
qn+1 = qn −N ′g?(qn), n = 0, 1, . . ., with (3a)
q0 = p + U
′w (3b)
for some w ∈ Rm. Computationally this is the most attractive of the pro-
cedures presented and is the one we will use for the remainder. Since this is
a numerical implementation of the implicit function theorem there will be a
radius around the origin in TpM′ where it will be guaranteed to converge to
a point onM′. This is restated as a restriction on the length of the w in (3b).
7 The Optimization Procedure
All of the pieces are in place to state the optimization procedure. Let the
optimization problem be stated as
min
z∈Rm+k
f(z) subject to g˜(z) ≤ 0 (4)
with g˜ : Rm+k → Rk and g˜i ∈ Q[z]. Triangularize g˜(z) into g(z) which has the
structure presented in (2). Take g? : R2m+1 → Rm+1 as defining the manifold
M′.
We will assume we have a black-box implementation B(U ′,w) of the map-
ping defined by (3). B(U ′,w) will return FALSE if the algorithm doesn’t con-
verge to a point on M′ close to the base point p ∈ M′. That is, B(U ′,w) is
also an oracle for when the implicit function theorem no longer holds around
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p. We will additionally assume a black-box implementation Φ : M′ → M of
the implicit function mapping. For p ∈ M′ the point Φ(p) = [y(p) p] is the
unique point that lies on M.
Now we will use the probabilistic descent method developed in [14]. A
particular implementation is given by Procedure 1. The Move step in Proce-
dure 1 picks a new base point onM′ when the oracle B(U ′,w) tells us that the
implicit function implementation is failing. The base point defines the tangent
space we are working in. If the base point eventually becomes fixed then the
convergence results are the same as those presented in [14]. If the base point
never becomes fixed we say the algorithm didn’t converge and no solution was
found.
Procedure 1 (Probabilistic descent on manifolds) Specify the maximum step size
increase αmax ∈ (0,∞] and an α0 ∈ (0, αmax]. Set θ = 1/2 and γ = 2. Let the forc-
ing function be ρ(α) = Cα2 for some constant C. Start with an initial point p0 ∈ M′
and set the current base point b0 = p0 and the current tangent vector w0 = 0 ∈ Rm. Let
f˜ = f ◦ Φ(p) : M′ → M. Pick a maximum number of iterations jmax ∈ N. Finally let
j = 0.
Tangents Let U ′j be an orthonormal basis for TbjM′. Pick a random u ∈ Rm such that
‖u‖ = 1. Construct the two vectors w± = wj ± αju.
Move If B(U ′j ,w+) or B(U ′j ,w−) returns FALSE set pj+1 = pj , bj+1 = pj , wj+1 = 0 and
αj+1 = θαj . If j > jmax return pj otherwise increment j and Goto the Tangents
step.
Polling Let p+ = B(Uj ,w+) and p− = B(Uj ,w−). If f˜(p+) < f˜(pj) − ρ(αj) then set
pj+1 = p+, wj = w+ and declare the poll successful. Else if f˜(p−) < f˜(pj)−ρ(αj)
then set pj+1 = p−, , wj = w− and declare the poll successful. Otherwise set
pj+1 = pj and declare the poll unsuccessful.
Step Size If the Polling step was successful set αj+1 = min(αmax, γαj). Otherwise set
αj+1 = θαj . Set bj = bj−1. If j > jmax return pj otherwise increment j and Goto
the Tangents step.
Because we are working with the vector space TpM′ we can also lay out
a mesh. This means that the MADS algorithm first developed in [15] is also
viable. The advantage here is the ability to handle inequality constraints as
well.
8 An Example
Here we look at a simple example that demonstrates how to find the pieces
for Procedure 1. Let the equality constraints be given by
g(y, x, u) =
[
u2 + x3 + y5
u4 + x2 − 1
]
= 0.
See Figure 1 for the solution set of g(y, x, u). This triangularized system of
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Fig. 1 The manifolds M and M′ for the example in Section 8. M′ is only embedded in
R2 given by the coordinates [x u].
polynomials gives the pair
g?(x, u) = u4 + x2 − 1 and
g◦(y;x, u) = u2 + x3 + y5.
Using g◦(y;x, u) we can find y as a function of x and u:
y(x, u) = − 5
√
u2 + x3.
This is the implicit function we need to map from M′ back to M. From this
we have Φ = [y(x, u) x u]. We also need the gradient of g?(x, u) to find the
tangent space of M′:
∇g?(x, u) =
[
2x
4u3
]
.
Looking at Figure 1 we see that at least two different tangent spaces are re-
quired to implement the implicit function mapping TpM′ toM′. For B(U ′,w)
we could have it return FALSE whenever, say, ‖qn − q0‖ > 1/2, with the qi as
in (3). This would require more than two different tangent spaces to coverM′
but it’s likely an acceptable criterion to function as an oracle.
9 Conclusions
We have not implemented the procedure in Section 7 numerically. There are
multiple components to the method each of which is a significant undertaking
in itself to be done correctly and efficiently. However this was not our main
purpose. Rather we wished to draw upon classic and recent results that work
together in ways that are perhaps novel for nonlinear optimization problems.
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